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Abstract. A Simpler Block GMRES algorithm is presented, which is a block version of Walker and Zhou's
Simpler GMRES. Similar to Block GMRES, the new algorithm also minimizes the residual norm in a block Krylov
space at every step. Theoretical analysis shows that the matrix-valued polynomials constructed by the new algorithm
is the same as the original one. However, Simpler Block GMRES avoids the factorization of a block upper Hes-
senberg matrix. In consequence, it is much simpler to program and requires less work. Numerical experiments are
conducted to illustrate the performance of the new block algorithm.
Key words. linear systems, iterative methods, block methods, GMRES, Simpler GMRES
AMS subject classications. 65F10
1. Introduction. Block GMRES [13] and its variants [1, 6, 7] are effective for solving












































































￿ . These block methods often promise
favorable convergence properties [8, 10], and may be effectively implemented on parallel
processors. In practice, if the initial block residual is nearly rank decient, Block GMRES
should be implemented with initial deation [2].
Of interest here is the original Block GMRES. Detailed descriptions can be found in





































































































































V the Frobenius norm.





























orthonormal, has been produced by the Block Arnoldi process (normally based on a Modi-




_ be the block
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This problem can be solved recursively for each index
￿ up to





































































termined, and this norm
y
￿
is equal to the minimum norm in (1.1). After a certain number of
steps, which is normally denoted by
_ , the algorithm is restarted if it has not yet converged.
Summarizing we can sketch the ordinary Block GMRES algorithm with restart after
_
steps, and, for simplicity, based on Classical Block Gram-Schmidt, as follows.
















































































￿ . (These are the possibly nonzero block elements of
the



































































of the least square
problem(1.2)with
_ replacedby














_ on exiting the loop.




































and go to (i).
An essential componentof Block GMRES is the Block Arnoldi process in (ii). It usually
starts with the initial block residual
+
*








, we obtain a Simpler Block GMRES that does not require the QR






































, and (1.2) is replaced by an upper triangular least squares problem, which can
be solved immediately.
In Section 2 the Simpler Block GMRES algorithm is formulated. In Section 3 an equiv-
alence between Block and Simpler Block GMRES is established. The numerical stability of
the new algorithm is also discussed. In Section 4 the two algorithms are compared by using
two test matrices taken from the Matrix Market. The following notation is used. Subscripts
denotethe iterationindexand superscriptsdistinguishbetween individualcolumnsin a block.
The symbols vec and
￿ denote the vectorizing operation and the Kronecker product, respec-














































































2. Simpler Block GMRES. Suppose that
+
*














































be the block orthonormal vectors produced by
_ steps of the Block
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The last formula can be used to update the residual norm even if the block residual itself is
not updated.
Summarizing we obtain the following Simpler Block GMRES algorithm. Again, we
formulate it with restart after
_ steps, and, for simplicity, based on Classical Block Gram-
Schmidt instead of Modied Block Gram-Schmidt in the Block Arnoldi process.



















































































































































































_ on exiting the loop.

















































( TOL, then accept
￿
￿


























in the practical implementation. This is explained in the following section.
3. A comparison with Block GMRES. The following theorem establishes an equiva-
lence between the matrix-valued polynomials of Block GMRES and those of Simpler Block
GMRES.
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that
_ steps of Block GMRES and
_ steps of Simpler Block
GMRES have been taken, respectively. Then, the matrix-valued polynomials constructed by



















be the matrix-valued polynomials constructed by Block
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& matrices, and where the notation
ˆ





































































































































































































































































































































































































] , indicating that the two





, the theorem reduces to [5, Theorem 1].
Theorem 3.1 indicates that
_ steps of Simpler Block GMRES is equivalent to
_ steps
of Block GMRES. On the other hand, because no QR factorization of a block upper Hessen-









arithmetic operations than the original one. For Block GMRES, it is well known that the
numberof iterations for termination is expectedto decrease as the numberof right-handsides
increases. However,the QR factorizationofa blockupperHessenbergmatrixis timeconsum-
ing. Thus the new algorithm offers improvements over the original one. It has been observed
[4, 12], however, that Simpler GMRES is, in general, less accurate than GMRES. In fact,

























But, in practice, Simpler GMRES works well if we do not need very high accuracy and if
we restart frequently enough. This has also been observed in our experiments with Simpler
Block GMRES; see Section 4.



























can be controlledduringthe iteration processof Simpler Block GMRES.
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zero matrix. It is easily seen that
d
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V . We may
choose a rather small


























, the bound reduces to the one presented in [12, Lemma 3.1] A detailed
explanation for normalizing the initial residual can also be found in [12].

























hand sides are chosen randomly.
EXAMPLE 4.1. ThematrixisPSMIGR3,whichcomesfromrecordscontainingcountsof
personsbysexandagewhomigratedacrosscountiesintheUSAbetween1965and1970. Itis





















Figure 4.1 shows that the two algorithms are almost equivalent with respect to the reduction
of the residual, until the residual norm comes near the convergencetolerance.
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Log. residual norm vs. the number of iterations
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BGMRES(10)
FIG. 4.1. Example 4.1
EXAMPLE 4.2. The matrix is JPWH991, which arises from computer random simula-
tion of a circuit physics model. It is a real unsymmetric matrix of size N=991 with 6027ETNA
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). On the other hand, recall that Simpler Block GMRES is much
easier to program than Block GMRES.










Log. residual norm vs. the number of iterations
SBGMRES(10)
BGMRES(10)
FIG. 4.2. Example 4.2
5. Conclusion. A Simpler Block GMRES algorithm for solving nonsymmetricsystems
with multiple right-hand sides was presented and studied. It was shown that
_ steps of
Simpler Block GMRES are equivalent to
_ steps of Block GMRES. On the other hand,
the new algorithm does not require the factorization of a block upper Hessenberg matrix,
so it is easier to program and has lower computational cost per iteration. It works well in
practice despite the theoretical limitations on the accuracy and conceivable problems with
linear dependence of the block residuals, which, in theory, might require deation.
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